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WAILEA
CABANA

Most Versatile Cabana Under the Sun

Transform the dull,
deserted poolside into
a vibrant, fun-packed
splash zone with the bold,
exciting Wailea Cabana.
Bargain priced but value
packed – features 25%
more Sunbrella® fabric
to give it a rich, upscale
appearance and feel.
Curtains and valance
accented with a playful
stripe; choose from
a wide range of wild
colors. Optional built-in
roof vent keeps guests
comfortable when the
sun heats up. Satisfaction
morning, noon and night.

Wailea’s 3” wide feature stripe
available in a large variety
of colors. Feature stripes are
appliqué sewn on.

Pacific Cabana Standard Sizes
4’ x 4’
8’ x 8’
8’ x 16’

10’ x 10’
10’ x 15’
10’ x 20’

Wailea Cabana Standard Sizes
12’ x 12’
12’ x 24’
15’ x 15’

20’ x 20’

Custom Sizes Available
For Features and Options, see pages 9 and 10.

www.resortcabanas.com
(800) 422-6827
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4’ x 4’
10’ x 10’
12’ x 12’
8’ x 8’
10’ x 15’
12’ x 24’
8’ x 16’
10’ x 20’
15’ x 15’
Custom Sizes Available
For Features and Options, see pages 9 and 10.

20’ x 20’

www.resortcabanas.com
(800) 422-6827
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POLYNESIAN
CABANA
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Most Stylish Cabana Under the Sun

Make your hotel the talk
of the travel-and-tourism
trade (and the envy of
your competitors) with
our Polynesian Cabana.
Offers sophisticated,
go-anywhere comfort,
beauty, protection
and privacy; put it up
alongside the pool, on the
beach, even adjacent the
tennis courts. Gorgeous
frame designs available
in 11 heart-pounding
colors, plus 140 different
Sunbrella® fabrics. Truly
unique. The very essence
of outdoor flair, flash and
dazzle.

CANCUN
CABANA

Strongest Cabana Under the Sun
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Raise guest-satisfaction
scores the cost-effective
way by raising a row of
Cancun Cabanas around
the perimeter of your
pool. And once they’re
up, they’ll stay up – the
Cancun is engineered
to withstand winds
of 80 MPH and resist
sagging even under
torrential rains. Choose
from a dazzling array
of Sunbrella® fabrics.
With our festive Cancun
Cabana, your pool
area can be the most
powerful draw in town.
Shown with optional double curtains.

Rafter and roof-line of the
Polynesian Cabana, painted
steel frame and fabric roof
membrane.

Polynesian’s welded peak
8-rafter roof fitting with
ceiling fan mounting plate.

Polynesian’s traversing curtain
track and carriers provides a
quiet and smooth operation.

Top picture: Perimeter welded
frame design also available in
other custom designs.

Cancun’s peak roof bolts
together for added strength
and durability.

Cancun’s traversing curtain
track and carriers provide a
quiet and smooth operation.

All perimeter side curtains
include a heavy duty vertical
zipper for added privacy.

Lower picture: Upright leg and
ground base plate weldment.

Polynesian Cabana Standard Sizes
8’ x 8’
10’ x 10’
12’ x 12’

Cancun’s rigid valance
corner attachment makes the
Cancun cover easier to install.

Cancun Cabana Standard Sizes

15’ x 15’
20’ x 20’

4’ x 4’
8’ x 8’
8’ x 16’

Custom Sizes Available
For Features and Options, see pages 9 and 10.

www.resortcabanas.com
(800) 422-6827
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10’ x 10’
10’ x 15’
10’ x 20’

12’ x 12’
12’ x 24’
15’ x 15’

15’ x 30’
20’ x 20’
20’ x 30’

Custom Sizes Available
For Features and Options, see pages 9 and 10.

www.resortcabanas.com
(800) 422-6827
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CORONADO
CABANA
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Classiest Cabana Under the Sun

Ceiling fan
bracket.
Front traversing curtain in the
closed position includes rustproof center vertical zipper
closure.

Television monitor
bracket for flat
screen HD monitor
or traditional television installation
(TV not included).

Coronado’s front traversing curtain
track and carriers provides a quite
smooth operation. (Traversing front
curtains, other 3 sides are stationary).

Coronado’s welded
anchor base plate
and lower perimeter bars. The lower
curtain bars maintain tight, wrinkle
free stationary side
curtains on 3 sides.

Coronado Cabana Standard Sizes
10’ x 15’
10’ x 20’
12’ x 12’

Most Majestic Cabana Under the Sun

All the splendor and charm
of Italy’s vineyard-dotted
countryside captured in
one stunning package – our
elegant Tuscan Cabana.
Frame includes customdesigned welded upright
leg columns plus wroughtiron fascia in a fertile
array of artistic designs.
Available with your choice
of either the upright legs
or the eave roof-line set
flush against the cabana’s
perimeter. Easy-close
traversing curtains on all
sides provide seclusion on
demand and protection
against wind, rain or lowin-the-sky sun. Sure to
harvest bountiful praise for
your hotel, condominium
project, or resort.

Stir up a hot passion for
your hotel by introducing
vacationers and business
travelers to a pool area
decked out with the
stunning Coronado Cabana.
But it’s not just a drop-dead
gorgeous design that takes
your breath away – this
fantasy cabana offers
options people love (like
special mounts for electric
lights, fans, and highdefinition TVs). Perfect for
an intimate party of two or
a gathering of 20. Seduce
your guests with Coronado’s
combination of glamor,
fun and functionality, and
see how quickly your place
becomes their favorite
destination.

8’ x 8’
8’ x 16’
10’ x 10’

TUSCAN
CABANA

Ceiling fan bracket (fan not
included).

H H H H H

Tuscan Cabana shown with perimeter eave.

Perimeter wrought iron rigid
valance.

Standard 4 stem upright leg
assembly is fully welded for
greater cabana stability.

Tuscan’s traversing curtain
track and carriers provides a
quiet and smooth operation.

Tuscan Cabana Standard Sizes

15’ x 15’
20’ x 20’

8’ x 8’
8’ x 16’
10’ x 10’

Custom Sizes Available
For Features and Options, see pages 9 and 10.

www.resortcabanas.com
(800) 422-6827
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10’ x 15’
10’ x 20’
12’ x 12’

15’ x 15’
20’ x 20’

Custom Sizes Available
For Features and Options, see pages 9 and 10.

www.resortcabanas.com
(800) 422-6827
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SURF
CABANA

BEACH
CABANA

Most Eye-Popping Cabana Under the Sun

The Most Fun Cabana Under the Sun

No mirage, a genuine oasis
at your poolside, that is, once
you install our mystically
alluring Surf Cabana. Guests
or residents will cherish
every sun-drenched moment
they spend basking under
its cooling shade, supplied in
part by the nautical top- and
side-cover laced-on fabric
panels and front traversing
curtain for total privacy.
You’ll rub your eyes twice
when you see all the smiles
your pool or other outdoor
relaxation spot suddenly
bring.

Bring the surf to your turf
by installing our wild
new Beach Cabana. At
poolside, on your grassy
commons or even along
the sandy shore, this
sleek and cutting-edge
stylish shade structure
will definitely float some
boats and chase away any
wet-blanket attitudes.
Features a high-pitch
roof line and a bevy of
thoughtful touches people
love – like four-sided
curtains and a cool-looking
rigid valance that hugs the
cabana’s entire perimeter.
Inherently wind-resistant
too. Guaranteed to make
waves around your place.
All pictures shown with optional lower ceiling.

Photo courtesy of Hershey Entertainment & Resorts.

Three of the stationary
perimeter side curtains lace
tightly to the frame; the front
curtain is easily opened and
closed.

Surf Cabana Standard Sizes
8’ x 8’
10’ x 10’

H H H H H

Ceiling fan bracket.

Pull-back perimeter side
curtains tie off at upright legs.

16” high rigid valance is
welded for added stability and
durability.

Upright base plate feet may be
mounted directly to a footing
or deck, or may be mounted
below the surface.

Beach Cabana Standard Sizes

12’ x 12’
15’ x 15’

4’ x 4’
8’ x 8’
8’ x 16’

Custom Sizes Available
For Features and Options, see pages 9 and 10.

www.resortcabanas.com
(800) 422-6827
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10’ x 10’
10’ x 15’
10’ x 20’

12’ x 12’
12’ x 24’
15’ x 15’

20’ x 20’

Custom Sizes Available
For Features and Options, see pages 9 and 10.

www.resortcabanas.com
(800) 422-6827
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CUSTOM PROJECTS

OPTIONS

1
Roof Top Air Vent

Underside Ceiling

2

Interior of Custom Cabana

Custom Cabana

3

4

Wailea Cabanas

Triple Layer Traversing Curtains

Custom Cabana

Dividing Curtain

5
Beach Cabana
TV Mount

6
Photo courtesy of Hershey
Entertainment & Resorts.

7

Cancun Cabana

Pacifica Cabana

Offset Upright Baseplate
Exceed Your Expectations

Exceed Your Expectations

Weighted Upright (Fill
with water, sand or stones)

Corner Dressing Room

9

Ceiling Fan Mount

www.resortcabanas.com
(800) 422-6827
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8
Kubo Cabana

9

10

Coronado Cabana

www.resortcabanas.com
(800) 422-6827
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Exceed Your Expectations
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